


Only the best is good enough

Top Swede is a Swedish brand that develops and produces workwear, 
promotional clothing and safety shoes. Together with product testers from 
various professional groups, we put users first, and no work conditions have 
proven to be too tough. Independent tests have shown year after year that our 
materials are among the most durable on the market.

Developed for users
When Top Swede launched in 1998, the goal was to make garments with the precise functionality 
and comfort that users wanted, adapted to the tasks they carry out. We have now achieved these 
goals, and have an excellent selection that covers most areas.
     In our collections, we focus on the important things. When we develop new garments, the aim 
is to refine and improve quality and usability. Through stringent demands on our subcontractors 
and close collaboration with test institutes, we can guarantee that our garments always meet 
our rigorous requirements. Naturally, our selection also complies with standards and safety 
classifications, and has the proper certifications. This includes requirements set out in laws and 
ordinances, but also other factors that we believe should be a matter of course.

Fit and comfort
We know that you wear your work clothes eight hours a day, often longer. That means it has to fit 
well, breathe, and protect you no matter the weather. All materials in the garment have a precise 
function; each stitch is carefully considered; each detail is properly placed.

Quality and functionality
Resistance to wear and tear, thoroughly ensured colourfastness and shrinkage: every function is 
given careful thought and developed to work properly.

Modern design
We believe that being properly dressed also means being stylishly dressed. We want you to feel 
good. Not just on the outside, but in any situation.

Ambition permeates our brand
From product development to manufacturing, on to distribution and support, we place the highest 
demands on quality based on the user’s perspective. To give you the proper quality, fit, comfort, 
and especially design, not only do we conduct checks, measures, and follow-ups throughout the 
chain – we also minimise our environmental impact and protect the rights and safety of the people 
who make our clothing. The UN Global Compact and the EU REACH Regulation for chemicals are 
two examples that guide us.

Our workwear lives up to our promise. Try it and see.
Hundreds of thousands of Top Swede garments are sold each year and exposed to tough 
conditions by satisfied users. Like them, do you want workwear that lasts, and functions properly 
when it truly matters? Treat yourself to Top Swede – only the best is good enough.
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212 T-shirt
Enhanced visibility T-shirt. Round neck and long sleeves. 
Double elastane neckline.

Material: 100% cotton,  
contrast fabric 65% polyester 35% cotton 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-4XL 
Colour: black/fluorescent yellow, navy/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000660

224 T-shirt
High-vis activewear T-shirt. Activewear that wicks the sweat 
away from your body and dries quickly. EN ISO 20471.

Material: 100 % polyester  
Weight: 170g/m² 
Size: XS-M class 2, L-3XL class 3, fluorescent yellow also 
avaliable in 4XL  
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000663

125 Vest
High-vis vest with a zip. Foldable ID-card pocket. Pockets 
with side openings. EN ISO 20471 Class 3. OEKO-TEX

Material: 100% polyester 
Weight: 120g/m² 
Size: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000689

259 T-shirt
Long-sleeved high-vis T-shirt with a round neck. Ribbed cuffs. 
Stretch fabric with reflectors. EN ISO 20471 class 2 XS-S and 
class 3 M-4XL

Material: 50% cotton 50% polyester 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-4XL 
Colour:fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000853
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213 Polo
Enhanced visibility knit pique shirt. Ribbed collar and cuffed  
sleeves. Placket with buttons.

Material: 100% cotton, contrast fabric 65% polyester 35% cotton 
Weight: 200g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy/fluorescent yellow, black/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000661

210 T-shirt
Enhanced visibility T-shirt. Round neck. Double elastane neckline.

Material: 100% cotton , contrast fabric 65% polyester 35% 
cotton
Weight: 190g/m²
Size: XS-5XL
Colour: navy/fluorescent yellow, black/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000656

138 T-shirt
Classic long-sleeved T-shirt. Double elastane neckline.

Material: 100% cotton  
(fluorescent yellow 65% polyester 35% cotton) 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-5XL (grey only in XS-3XL) 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, navy, black, grey
Art nr: fluorescent yellow 1000849, navy black grey 1000848

239 T-shirt
Classic T-shirt. 100% combed cotton jersey singlet. 
Double elastane neckline. Tubular-knitted, no seams.

Material: 100% cotton
(fluorescent yellow 65% polyester 35% cotton) 
Weight: 160g/m² 
Size:  XS-3XL (fluorescent yellow avaliable in XXS, 4XL and 
5XL, navy and black also avaliable in 4XL och 5XL) 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, navy, black, grey, white, red, lime
Art nr: fluorescent yellow 1001360, other colours 1001298
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170 Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a collar and a full zip. Two front pockets 
with a zip. A chest pocket with a zip. Stretch fabric with 
reflectors. Arm and hem cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 2 
XS-S, Class 3 M-3XL.

Material: 50% cotton 50% polyester 
Weight: 300 g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000727

169 Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a round neck. Stretch fabric with reflectors. 
Arm and hem cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 2 XS-S, Class 3 
M-3XL.

Material: 50% cotton 50% polyester 
Weight: 300 g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000726

1529 Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a full zipped collar. A chest pocket with 
a zip and snap fasteners and an ID-card compartment. 
Two front pockets with a zip. Ribbed collar. Elastic 
waist and arm cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 3.

Material: 100% polyester 
Weight: 240g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy,  
fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000712

136 Sweatshirt 
High-vis sweatshirt with a collar. A chest pocket with a zip. 
Neck zip. Arm and hem cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 3.

Material: 100% polyester 
Weight: 240g/m²
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy, 
fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000703

1729 Hood
Hood with a full zipped collar. A chest pocket with a 
zip and snap fasteners and an ID-card compartment. 
Two front pockets with a zip. Ribbed collar. Elastic 
waist and arm cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 3.                        
                                                                                                   
Material: 100% polyester           
Weight: 240g/m²                                                                                                                 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy,  
fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000728
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4229 Sweatshirt
Traditional sweatshirt available in several colours.

Material: 80% cotton 20% polyester 
Weight: 300g/m²
Size: XS-3XL, black also avaliable in size 4XL and 5XL 
Colour: navy, red,  black, ash, light royal, dark grey
Art nr: 1000918

0202 Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a collar and a full zip. Ribbed collar. 
Two front pockets. Ribbed arm and hem cuffs.                            
                                                                                                      
Material: 80% cotton 20% polyester 
Weight: 320g/m²
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy, black
Art nr: 1000642

223 Sweatshirt
Enhanced visibility sweatshirt. Full-length zip right up to 
the collar. Cuffed sleeves and hem. Two front pockets.

Material: 80% cotton 20% polyester,  
contrast fabric 65% polyester 35% cotton 
Weight: 300g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy/fluorescent yellow, 
black/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000667

353 Hood 
Soft polyester enhanced visibility hood with fleece 
inside. Full-length zip with a storm flap and a zip guard 
all the way to the collar. Reflective trim for enhanced 
visibility. A chest pocket with a zip. Two front pockets 
with a zip. Elastic cuffs. Drawcord at the hem.

Material: 100% polyester
Weight: 280g/m²
Size: XS-3XL
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000894
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275 Jacket
Jacket top with a full zip and zip guard. A chest pocket with a zip 
and snap fasteners for an ID-card compartment. Reflectors for 
enhanced visibility. Two front pockets with zip. Phone pocket. 
Elasticised cuff and hem.

Material: 100% polyester
Size: XS-3XL
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000869

276 Hood
Hooded top with a full zip and zip guard. A chest pocket with a 
zip and snap fasteners for an ID-card compartment. Reflectors 
for enhanced visibility. Two front pockets with zip. Hood with a 
drawstring. Phone pocket. Elasticised cuff and hem.

Material: 100% polyester
Size: XS-3XL
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000870
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4460 Fleece hood
Knit fleece with a hood, full zip and zip guard. Two front 
pockets with a zip. Elastic cuffs.

Material: 100% polyester
Weight: 270g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL
Colour: ash
Art nr: 1000920

4540 Fleece
Fleece activewear. Windproof with a highly water- 
repellent membrane, reinforced in exposed areas. 
Two front pockets and two chest pockets with zips. 
Zip all the way up to the collar. Front flap and draw-
cord at the hem.

Material: 100% polyester 
Weight: 450g/m²
Size: white S-XXL, black XXS-4XL  
Colour: white, black
Art nr: white 1000921,  black 1000922

7721 Softshell 
Soft shell with a full zip and a zip guard. A chest pocket/phone 
pocket with a zip. Two front pockets with a zip. Elastic cuff with  
a thumb hole. Elastic hem. EN ISO 20471 Class 3.

Material:100% polyester 
Size: XS-4XL
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy, fluorescent yellow/black,
 fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000985

354 Hybrid jacket
A lightly insulated jacket with a quilted torso and fleece 
stretch panels for outstanding range of motion. Active-
wear jacket that can be worn as an extra layer under 
another jacket or as a jacket on its own. Full-length zip 
with a storm flap and a zip guard all the way to the collar. 
A chest pocket with a zip. Two front pockets with a zip. 
Elastic cuffs and hem.

Material: 100% nylon, contrast fabric 92% polyester,  
8% spandex.
Size: XS-3XL
Colour: black/green, black
Art nr: 1000895

129 Jacket
Reversible lined quilt jacket with two zipped front pockets.  
Extremely water repellent. Stretch-fabric outerwear. The rever-
sible jacket features a high-visibility side and a black side, both 
with pockets. EN ISO 20471 Class 3.

Material: 100% polyester 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/black, fluorescent orange/black
Art nr: 1000693
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130 Shell jacket
Wind- and waterproof shell jacket. Good ventilation and taped seams. 
Designed for exceptional comfort. Stretch-fabric outerwear. Full-length zip 
all the way up to the collar. Two chest pockets with flaps. The right one has 
an ID-card compartment. Two chest pockets with waterproof zips. Large 
map pocket inside the flap. Two front pockets. Two inner pockets with zips. 
Arm cuffs with thumb holes. Adjustable Velcro cuff. Drawcord at the hem. 
Detachable and adjustable hood. EN 343 Class 3. EN ISO 20471.

Material: 100% polyester 
Weight: 150 g/m²
Size: XS-S class 2, M-3XL class 3 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy, fluorescent yellow/black,  
fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000694

367 Shell jacket
Breathable wind and waterproof jacket with taped seams. Back in a material 
that provides enhanced ventilation. Chest pocket with waterproof zipper. 
Inside pocket/phone pocket. One large napoleon pocket/extra pocket 
under placket. Removable hood. Reflective details for improved visibility. 
Adjustable cuffs. Thumbholes at cuffs. Adjustable bottom hem. Water  
gauge 10,000 mm, breathability 8,000g/m². EN 343 class 3

Material: 100% nylon, water proof with taped seams
Weight: Main fabric 150g/m², Reinforcements 230g/²
Size: XS-4XL
Colour: black
Art nr: 1001323
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219 Service trousers
Stretch-fabric work trousers in a modern cut with articulated 
knees. Two back pockets. Two front pockets with an accessory 
compartment. Two bellows-style leg pockets with zips and spa-
ce for a knife and pens. The right leg pocket has a roomy acces-
sory compartment and a phone compartment. D ring. The legs 
can be lengthened by 5 cm. Stretch panels in select areas for 
optimal range of motion. Nylon/spandex stretch panels in the 
seat, crotch and knees. Other areas are made from a mechanical 
stretch fabric.

Material: 65% polyester 35% cotton mechanical stretch.  
Stretch fabric 94% nylon 6% spandex. 
Weight: 180g/m² 
Size: C44-C64, D88-D120 
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000827

2070 Trousers
Long trousers with two stitched front pockets. Two reinforced 
back pockets with flaps and enclosed press studs. Two leg 
pockets with enclosed zips. The right leg pocket has a large 
accessory compartment and phone and pen compartments. 
EN ISO 20471 Class 1

Material: 65% polyester 35% cotton
Weight: 260g/m²
Size: C46-C62, C146-C156, D96-D120 
Colour: navy/fluorescent yellow, black/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000824

195 Shorts
High-vis craftsmen’s shorts. Two reinforced front pockets.  
Two reinforced back pockets. Two loose-hanging reinfor-
ced nail pockets. The hanging pocket on the left has an extra 
compartment. The hanging pocket on the right has three smaller 
accessory compartments, tool loops and a hidden, foldable 
ID-card compartment. Adjustable hammer holder. D-ring and a 
front folding rule pocket that is loose at the bottom for improved 
comfort. The folding rule pocket has two knife-holders, a loop 
and a pen compartment. Leg pocket with a flap and pen and 
phone compartments. EN ISO 20471 Class 2.

Material: 60% polyester 40% cotton 
Weight: 300g/m² 
Size: C46-C62, fluorescent yellow also avaliable in C44 and C64. 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000739

2516 Trousers
The craftsmen’s trousers have articulated knees and COR-
DURA® knee pockets. Knee protection can be positioned 
at two different levels. Two front pockets and two bellowed 
back pockets reinforced with CORDURA®. Loose-hanging 
nail pockets reinforced with CORDURA®. The hanging pocket 
on the left has an extra compartment. The one on the right has 
three smaller accessory compartments and a hidden, foldable 
ID-card compartment. Adjustable hammer holder. Front folding 
rule pocket that is loose at the bottom for improved comfort. 
The folding rule pocket has two knife-holders, a loop and a pen 
compartment. Leg pocket with an enclosed zip and pen and 
phone compartments. D ring. EN ISO 20471 Class 2.

Material: 60% polyester 40% cotton 
Weight: 300g/m²
Size: C44-C62, C146-C156, D92-D120 
Colour: fluorescent yellow/navy, fluorescent orange/navy
Art nr: 1000852

220 Service trousers
Stretch-fabric work trousers in a modern cut with articulated 
knees. Two back pockets. Two front pockets with an accessory 
compartment. Two bellows-style leg pockets with zips and  
space for a knife and pens. The right leg pocket has a roomy 
accessory compartment and a phone compartment. D ring.  
The legs can be lengthened by 5 cm. Stretch panels in select 
areas for optimal range of motion. Nylon/spandex stretch  
panels in the seat, crotch and knees. Other areas are made from 
a mechanical stretch fabric. EN ISO 20471 Class 1.

Material: 65% polyester 35% cotton mechanical stretch. 
Stretch fabric 94% nylon 6% spandex. 
Weight: 180g/m² 
Size: C44-C64, D88-D120
Colour: navy/fluorescent yellow, black/fluorescent yellow
Art nr: 1000828
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193 Craftsmen trousers
The craftmen’s trousers have articulated knees and 
CORDURA® knee pockets. The knee pads can be inser-
ted from within at one of two levels. Two bellowed front 
pockets reinforced with CORDURA®. Two back pockets 
with flaps and enclosed buttons. Loose-hanging nail 
pockets reinforced with CORDURA®. Both have three 
smaller accessory pockets. The hanging pocket on the 
right has a hidden, foldable ID-card compartment. Front 
folding rule pocket that is loose at the bottom for impro-
ved comfort. The folding rule pocket has two knife-hol-
ders, a loop and a pen compartment. Leg pocket with an 
enclosed zip and pen and phone compartments. D ring.

Material: 65% polyester 35% cotton 
Weight: 300g/m²
Size: C42-C62, C146-C156, D96-D120
Colour: navy, black, grey/black
Art nr: 1000737

306 Craftsmen trousers
Four-way stretch-fabric craftsmen’s trousers in a modern cut. The 
trousers have articulated knees and CORDURA® knee pockets. The knee 
protection can be positioned at two different levels. Two front pockets. 
Two reinforced bellows-style back pockets. Loose-hanging nail pockets 
reinforced with CORDURA®. The hanging pockets have three accessory  
compartments and tool loops. ID-card pocket. Adjustable hammer 
holder. Front folding rule pocket that is loose at the bottom for improved 
comfort. The folding rule pocket has two knife-holders, a knife loop and a 
pen pocket. Leg pocket with a zip, a large accessory compartment and a 
phone compartment. Reflective trim on the back for enhanced visibility.

Material: 94% nylon, 6% spandex
Weight: 250g/m², kontrasttyg 220g/m²
Size: C44-C62, D88-D120 (extendible by 5 cm in the trouser legs  
in 100 sizes)
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000878

310 Craftsmen Shorts
Four-way stretch-fabric shorts in a modern cut. Two front pock-
ets. Two reinforced bellows-style back pockets. Loose-hanging 
nail pockets reinforced with CORDURA®. The hanging pockets 
have three accessory compartments and tool loops. ID-card 
pocket. Adjustable hammer holder. Forward folding rule pocket 
that is loose at the bottom for improved comfort. The folding rule 
pocket has two knife-holders, a knife loop and a pen pocket.  
Large leg pocket with a phone compartment.

Material: 94% nylon, 6% spandex
Weight: 250g/m², kontrasttyg 220g/m²
Size: C44-C62
Colour: black
Art nr: 1000881

6818 Shell trousers
Ventilated tri-layer wind- and waterproof shell trousers 
with taped seams. Designed for outstanding comfort and 
functionality. Waistline with a raised back and elastic for 
the best fit. Belt loops. Button at the waist with a zipped 
fly. Two front openings with waterproof zips on the hang-
ing pockets. Two front pockets with waterproof zips. Two 
back pockets with enclosed zips and a folding rule pocket 
with drainage. Articulated legs. Adjustable Velcro leg cuffs 
with a zip up to the knee. Waterproof rating > 10,000 mm, 
breathability rating 5,000 g/m². EN ISO 20471 Class 2.

Material: 100% polyester.
Weight: 250g/m 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000982

236 Craftsmen trousers
Work trousers in a modern cut featuring CORDURA® stretch 
panels with Coolmax®. Coolmax® is a hi-tech fibre with a 
moisture-wicking effect for a comfortable feel. Four-way 
stretch fabric panels in carefully selected areas for optimum 
comfort and freedom of movement. These are located in 
the crotch, the thighs, the seat and the front and back of the 
knees. The trousers have articulated knees and Cordura® 
stretch knee pockets. Knee protection can be positioned 
at two different levels. Two front pockets. Two reinforced 
bellows-style back pockets. Loose-hanging nail pockets 
reinforced with CORDURA®. The hanging pockets have 
three accessory compartments and tool loops. ID-card 
pocket. Adjustable hammer holder. Front folding rule pocket 
that is loose at the bottom for improved comfort. The folding 
rule pocket has two knife-holders, a knife loop and a pen 
pocket. One leg pocket with zip. One leg pocket with a flap 
and a phone compartment. D ring. EN ISO 20471 Class 2.

Material: 60% polyester, 40% cotton
Stretch fabric 59% polyamid 31% polyester 10% lycra
Weight: 300g/m2 , Stretch fabric 210g/m2  
Size: C44-C62, D88-D120, C146-C156
Colour: fluorescent yellow/black, fluorescent orange/black 
Art nr: 1000838
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9394 Rain jacket Hi-Vis
High-vis raincoat, zip with a placket and press studs.  
Hidden ID-card pocket. Detachable hood with a 
drawstring. Two front pockets with flaps. Inner pocket 
with a press stud. Phone pocket. Front and back ventila-
tion. Drawcord at the hem and adjustable arm cuffs.  
EN ISO 20471 Class 3 and EN 343 3/1.

Material: 100%  PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m²  
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000994

9295 Rain coat Hi-Vis
High-vis 100 cm-long raincoat made from a flexible, 
stretch-fabric material. Zip with a placket and press studs. 
Hood with a drawstring. Welded seams. Adjustable cuffs. 
EN ISO 20471 Class 3, EN 343 3/1.

Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000993

9295 Rain coat
High-vis 100 cm-long raincoat made from a flexible, 
stretch-fabric material. Zip with a placket and press studs. 
Hood with a drawstring. Welded seams. Adjustable cuffs.  
EN ISO 20471 Class 3, EN 343 3/1.

Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy
Art nr: 1000992

2295 Rain trousers Hi-Vis
High-vis long rain trousers. Elastic and adjustable draw -
cord at the waist. Adjustable buttons around the feet. 
Welded seams. EN ISO 20471 Class 2. EN 343 3/1.

Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
Art nr: 1000834

2295 Rain trousers
Long rain trousers. Elastic and adjustable drawcord at the 
waist. Adjustable buttons around the feet. Welded seams. 
EN 343.

Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m² 
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy
Art nr: 1000833

9195 Rain jacket
80 cm-long raincoat made from a flexible stretch 
material. Two front pockets with flaps. Zip with a placket 
and press studs. Hood with a drawstring. Welded seams. 
Adjustable cuffs. EN 343 3/1.

Material: 100% PU-coated polyester 
Weight: 190g/m²
Size: XS-3XL 
Colour: navy
Art nr: 1000991
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